
Lecture 1



Nislations
-

· From yesterdays lecture saw that noise can
severly affect the results we can obtainfrom
quantum computers.

·Goal of todays lecture is to understand the
origin of this moiss better andandways to

mitigate his noise.

· To start, consider a
very simple

circuit
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· What do we expect from this circuit?
⑧ ⑧
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⑧ In practice, no quantum computer is perfect
and there are 3 kinds of errors that a
computer can make:

1) Coherent error:
The operations performedare not exact, so
instead of applyingX-gale, applies some
stightly different * gate

2) sampling arrow:
Quantum mechanics isprobabilisha, and
one therefore have statistical uncertainties

3)Measurement error:
The probabilityto measure a pure state

143 =10.7in 10.7 state is not 100%

4)Incolmenterror:
the quantum computer is coupled to environment,
which will lead to decoherence.

· Show simple circuitin Giskit.



renterrors
· How does a QC implement x-gate?
·knowthatany l-qubilsheet lies on
Block-spher
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S
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· Can move states on Block-sphere by applying
some pulses to my qubits

· One possibilityis x-rotation Rx(07

!
· X10)=113, XI1=10)

·This is the same as Rx(T)



· To be precise X=i Bx (T)
· So when applyingan gate, tell QC
Il

Apply Rxrotation withangle is
"

: But can never do thingsprecisely, so wille In

Cynically do Rx (i+a) =X

· Rotting by itts issame as first rotating by
i and then rotating by E
=>Y =Rx(d)X

· Using simple math

Rx(z) =exp(x)
=1-2 +y(2x2 +5:(x-...
-1- x +(2) -(X+...
=cos() I- isin() Y

=>Y =cos(E)X-ism() I
In general

**=RCE) *



= Rx (na) Y"

=cos( Y"- ism() ***

· Show results withdifferentvalues
of E.

-

mplingaw

·know that quantum mechanics is probabilisha,
so only recover observables probabilistically.
· Say 147 =(0) + 11)

->KOl43Y= I , 11143R=I

·But ifonly doing a single measurementwill
find either10) or 11 when areasuring.

~ Probabilities only recovered statistically
~ All know that statisticaluncertainty scales
as



· In general

14) =< 10) +V/1)
-> I=ta-
to need large number of measurements
· error maximal ifa =E2.

-

ith more or loss stats

rementerror

· Assume we have aircut

10) -M-ThM

M M
2 numbers describe

measurement error· of each gubit.
24numbers



· In general, can have measurement errors that

depend on all qubits

!Y
M

O "-geneumbes
· Show results for different measurement
error values

e

Inherenterror

· Incolment errors arise from interactions with

environment.

The combined system of 14 and let
undergoes unitaryevolution



·Ageneralway of writingunitaryevolution of
143 * le) can be willen as

14)xe) (x14L]*leR), ZEEs= 1

· Dusitymatixtransforms as

0
=NX41=leXellEl4X4IE] *lenXeel

· After tracingout environment

Py-> Py =Tre/p]

-elE14X4E] Seelen
=Eal4XYlEs]

· Note that from derivation above, k rums over
all basis state in IC).

· But weknow that operators En act on state (4)
so are and matrices -> number restricted by
dimension of 14)

· Ez=? CikBi ,
Tr/Bii] =ddij

=>E
=([ciac) B: B"



= disBiBi

dis:KimPam, Am= ?Wim Bi

-Pan AmpA
·From original unilarity, ImPm=1

d:din of
Hilbert space

· All interactions with environment can be paramelized

by oe Krauss operators.

·Consider a single qubit =>d =2

=>4 Krauss operates

Choose as A, X, Y, Z

· p-p,P +PxX0x +4yYPy +Pz2p2
bit-flip bitphase-flipphase-flip

·Depolarizing channel assemes

Px =Py =Pz = I



-p-( -34) +x0x +4,yy +,202
=(1 - p(0 +(1P1 +xx +yyy +z0z)

Take a generic denity matix = (a)
APA =(?), xox =( )
yy =(i) z0z =(=ia)
=>APA +xx +ypy +2pz =(2)
=p -( - p)0 +1

· Show result with depolarizing channel

· Show results with all channels.



Mitigatingse
· How bigare typical noise levels?

· Assume incoherent errors for now

· Noise cassified through probabilities inKrauss
decomposition.

· Noise on single qubits 104-105

·Noise on entangling(Noitgates 0-10
i focus on CNOT gates

·Combining unitaryoperation with depolarizing
dannel gives

Pt ( - 5) UqpUg+E(E *(y)

·Apply this to CNOTgate acting on qubits
kandl Lee)

Ot (1-) UpU) +*)(*Px)



·Apply 2 CNOT operations (ab
Ha

(1-) Uc((l-s)WbUS*(*)
+ ab(,Pre)

=(1-54)2jgePUL
+(1-54)anda
+ ((b)(((e)

=(1-q(x))2 +(Eb)_ qe-glne (E *Pry)

=(1-4)20 +11-x-)2] (Ex)
· Apply 3 Crois

0(1-Umptc+(1-(1-*4)3] (Ex)
·Apply r=2 n+1 CNOTS

** (- Eis"Gapus+(- (r-a)r](E)



·Taylor expanding around 3
=0

o (r - rsi)uputreioy)
· Applying vi CNOTgates is same as applying
single avor, but with depolazingparameter
amplifiedby oi

· Now consider a circuitparametrizedby a
Chow many crois for each (Nox)

-
· Circuit willproduce densitymanixp(r)
· Now wearere observableM and obtain

(C) = Tr/Mp(r)
·Use expression of (i) to obtain

<Mcr) =D-rEsi) [Dextrs:<Map
where [MDexis expectation value in



absence ofnoise, and (Mdep;is exp value

ifGroti is replaced by depolarize] camel

·Thus

<MDe =(Mca
and one can extract [Miex by extrapolating
[M(r) to Zere

Mari

⑧

⑳↓Mex
I P I f

↳ 3 5
M

· So for have done linear fits, which eliminated

Olay enor

· In general cam eliminate depolarizing arrow
to all ords



~ Review linear fitagain

[M3(1) =[Mbex+Naor 212[Midepi-LM>ex] +Olan)
(M) (3) =[MDex + 3NaotE 92, [Mian: -[iLeex] +Oca)

=>E(M)(1) - E (m) (3) =[MDex+OCsY)

·This can be generalized (Richardson extrapolatil

·Assume we have [MCH for P= 1,3,..., max

· Write line combinatio
Imax

- a(n) (m) (Hen)
*[MDextO (sm)

One can work out generalequate

<M3cr =D- a)N*<Mbex
+D-)
-r/1-(1-s)"] [MLdep:

+(1- 2):2r(1-(1-3)-2i[M3der:in
+ 007

+(1- D -r]w-in.[M]dep... in



=(MDex - fru)r, s) [MLex
+ ffr_Cr,a)-fr.-,Ir,al][MIdpi
+frccrial - far(r,sI]i [Mden:in
t---

↓fae (r.)inMLdei.-- ima
with fulr,)=1D-a)"r

·Important to remember that [MexLMdpi,
Lopi...in are results ofobservables in

neiseless circuitonedoes not have access tor

· But one can find coefficients a (a) such
thatall [M3dep;values cancelto OCEment)

· One funds

a(i)=i?



-umax isahunte
· Note that this is the same are performing
a polynomialfit with degree Umax-


